RUSSIA:

Marshall Ivan Konev's First Ukrainian Army is reported to be within 45 miles of Dresden, capital of Saxony. The Russian juggernaut rolled forward more than 22 miles in width, sweeping advances yesterday and Moscow correspondents say that Konev's vanguards are probing crossings of the Neisse River on either side of the city of Gorlitz. Konev is bringing up masses of troops, tanks and guns as his columns drive westward toward Dresden and to the northwest toward Berlin. The Reds have overrun wide tracts of land beyond the rivers Oder and Spree and huge quantities of German stores have been taken and great numbers of towns encircled and bypassed as the Russians thundered through to the west. Several of Konev's columns are fanning out to the northwest as they drive toward the German capital. One column pushing down the motor road between Breslau and Berlin took 7,000 Silesians in yesterday's fighting.

Marshall Gregory Zhukov's First White Russian Army is building up from the east on Berlin across the Oder River. Zhukov's troops have taken the German town of Schneidemuhl. Soviet tanks and infantry are reported to be at the outskirts of a town 60 miles southwest of Danzig. The toll of German prisoners taken in Budapest has risen to nearly 123,000.

BELGIUM:

The Royal Air Force and American Air Force have teamed up during the past two days and nights to deal some of the most devastating attacks of the war against Germany. In the past 48 hours American and British planes have flown over 12,000 sorties against German targets. The bombers operated from bases in the west and from Italy. Today over 1,000 Yankee heavies plastered Dresden, a synthetic plant near Magdeburg and the city of Cottbus, 35 miles from the Russian lines. Last night more than 1,300 RAF bombers pounded Chemnitz in a double attack, Berlin, a synthetic oil plant near Leipzig and other targets in Germany. In daylight yesterday, American heavies attacked Chemnitz, Magdeburg and a Rhine bridge. The cities of Dresden and Chemnitz have suffered some of the heaviest and most concentrated bombings of the war in the past few days. Allied tactical planes made out "in very great strength" yesterday hammering at German communications from the northern Netherlands to the Swiss border.

Scottish troops of the First Canadian Army have strengthened their bridgehead over the Niem River and are closing on goch three miles away and goch is now in danger of being outflanked. Canadian troops are within 2 miles of the Rhine ferry crossing at Emmerich.

American Third Army troops yesterday advanced up to a mile on a 6 mile front and deepened their Echternach bridgehead.

ITALY:

American heavy bombers from Italy yesterday attacked targets near Vienna and in northern Yugoslavia. The German radio today reported Allied bombers over Austria. The U.S. Army Chief of Staff, General Marshall, has visited the Italian front.

PACIFIC:

American Super Forts from the Marianas today bombed targets in Japan. On the island of Luzon, General MacArthur has staged his attack to clear the Bataan Peninsula. The island of Corregidor has been bombed again. Troops of the First Chinese Army pushing down the old Burma road are within 48 miles of the railroad of Lashio.